
Fast and easy pathogen detection
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Functionality of Cas13a
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Sensitivity vs. speed
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Comparing different Cas13a
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We built a sample holder where the pa-
perstrip is held. It has two windows to 
analyze a blank and the sample. It can be 
clipped into our fluorescence detector, 
“Lightbringer“.

Paperstrips make our test inde-
pendent from expensive lab 
equipment, easy to use and stora-
ble. It also allows for multiplexing 
using paperfluidics. This allows for 
densely-packed, detector-
independent readout, similar to a 
QR-code.   

Paper support optimization
We used the design-test cycle and the “keep it 
simple“ principle to choose our paper support:
- nitrocellulose; most available but autofluorescent    
   and toxic to Cas13a
- glass fiber paper; functional when treated with BSA
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After lyophilization, the Cas13a 
reaction mix is hardly functio-
nal. This step would need opti-
mization, but cryoprotectants 
can help with stability.

Spinach Aptamer

RNase Alert

Gold nanoparticles (AuNP) allow for a 
colorimetric readout on paper. RNA-
crosslinked AuNPs are dispersed by 
RNase activity, leading to a shift in ab-
sorbance, and a visible signal. We show 
that our method works with RNaseA as 
a proof of principle.
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We designed additional colo-
rimetric readouts that include 
an amplification step, increa-
sing the detection sensitivity. 

Intein-extein

ssDNA amplification

The spinach aptamer in-
creases the fluorophore 
signal upon binding. Ac-
tivated Cas13a  is then 
detected by a decrease 
in fluorescence, when 
the RNA binding site is 
cleaved.

RNaseAlert detection is 
shown for comparison.positive control
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We measured a time trace of 
RNase Alert cleavage by 
Cas13a (blue). Positive con-
trol is cleavage by RNase A, 
negative control is only 
RNase Alert.

Universal, portable and open source de-
tector for fluorescence measurement.

Scheme of our detec-
tor. Light changes the 
resistence of the pho-
toresistor.

Not only is our detector the most sensitive and 
least expensive one ever built by an iGEM team, 
it convinces with a price of less than 15 $ at a de-
tection threshold of 100 nM fluorescein.

We turned to experts in various fields (doctors, 
scientists, ethics professors) to assess our pro-
ject. They gave us insight which we integrated to 
improve the points, highlighted in green. 

Is the public comfortable 
with our product?

Teaching the public

Through fairs, youth educational meet-ups and universi-
ty open-days, we: 
 - raised awareness about antibiotics use
 - explained synthetic biology and working 
   principles of home-diagnostics devices
 - let people experiment with printed paperstrips
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We clearly differentiated
bacteria and viruses

The antibiotic resistance crisis
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Cas13a is a CRISPR-associated protein which recognizes RNA 
sequences, with the help of a complementary CRISPR RNA 
(crRNA). It then becomes an unspecific RNase.  Its single-
nucleotide specificity  makes it ideal for differentiating bacteria 
and viruses, by recognizing a unique 28-nucleotides sequence.

This mechanism allows a fast detection of viral or 
bacterial pathogens and clear differentiation bet-
ween then.

Fluorescence of RNase 
Alert rises strongly after 
cleavage of the quencher.

Little crosstalk is 
suggested by our 
data.

To prevent further spread of antibiotic resis-
tance, we designed an affordable, rapid 
point-of-care test for infectious diseases to 
distinguish viral and bacterial pathogens: 
CascAID. The modules of this device enable 
extraction, amplification and detection of 
target RNA sequences to fulfil the 
A.S.S.U.R.E.D. criteria. Because antibiotics are prescribed unneces-

sarily, bacteria grow resistant and simple in-
fections are on the rise.  

We successfully used Cas13a in a fluorescence-
based assay on paper to distinguish viral and bacteri-
al RNAs with a detection limit of 10 aM. We built the 
most affordable and sensitive fluorescence detec-
tor in iGEM, to our knowledge.

Our project meets a need!

Overview Results

Sample Processing
Cas13a 

fighting the antibiotic crisis

Human Practices

Cas13a Characterization

Detector

Readout

Paperstrip

Do you know about synthetic biology?

Would you be comfortable using 
a home-diagnostic 

device for viral and bacterial infections?

Sensitive: 35 aM
Functional on paper
Modular and integrated

Target choice
Less than $1 per test
Portability
Stability on paper 

Sensitive and Specific
Rapid: readout in < 30 minutes
Robust: across experimenters
Universal: any target sequence

Affordable
Distributable
Scalable: paperfluidics

100 nM fluorescein detection limit
< 30 min analysis time
total cost below $15
open source

Affordable      $0.85 per test
Sensitive       10 aM
Specific       strong target orthogonality
User-friendly      easy setup
Rapid & Robust     30 min detection time
Equipment-free     no power outlet
Deliverable      fits in your pocket

4 alternative readouts
Functional AuNPs, Spinach-Aptamer
Easy to interpret

According to WHO:
E. coli - 3rd most critical multiresistant strain
B. subtilis - test for gram positive bacteria
Norovirus - main cause for gastroenteritis
HCV - 399 000 deaths per year

We can change the crRNA 
sequence to match different 
targets with our split DNA 
template: 
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Lyophilization of Cas13a
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disposable components   cost per test
processing chip      0.310 $
paper strip (incl. enymes & chemicals) 0.460 $

reusable components    cost per test¹
flourescence detector    0.014 $
processing unit      0.026 $
pressure supply      0.007 $
energy supply      0.006 $
Rasberry Pi       0.030 $
         0.853 $1

 at 1000 uses

no fluorescence

fluorescence

Cas13a sensitivity goes down with increa-
sing concentration, while the kinetics of 
cleavge go up. We chose a compromise con-
centration of 10 nM Cas13a. The detection 
limit was then 10 nM target RNA. cloning

hybrid binding
cloning
protein expression

Gel for in vivo lysis + gel for RPA-TX

Our detection limit 
from in vitro 
transcribed and in 
vivo extracted RNA 
is in the nM range. 
We need an ampli-
fiction scheme to 
reach a more rele-
vant detection. 
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Detection after amplification:
  in vitro         in vivo

target ampli f ication target source lowest detected 

RNA no in vitro 10 nM 
in vivo 100 nM 

DNA RPA-TX in vitro 35 aM 
in vivo 1 fM 
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solve the issue of financing by distributing the burden onto
different players from academia, government, and indus-
try, and they could bring about new settings for implement-
ing the steps proposed above to bring new antibiotics more
quickly into use.

Originating from programs set up for the support of
developing countries, a variety of differently organized
PPP ventures were and are still working towards drug
development and distribution. Over the past 3 years, it has
been recognized that advancing PPPs is the means of
choice to attract companies to the antibiotic development
sector. Thus, various initiatives have been undertaken to
get companies involved, now also targeting developed
countries. Two seminal incentives were launched in
2012 to pave the road towards a significant upturn in
antibiotic development: in Europe, the Innovative Medi-
cine Initiative (IMI) launched a project called NewDrugs4-
BadBugs (ND4BB; Europe’s largest PPP, estimated to
utilize up to s600 million in funding over the next 7 years)
to support the development of new antibiotics. In the US,
the Prescription Drug User Fee Act V (PDUFA V) was
passed, which provides incentives to stimulate antibiotic
drug development [3,4].

It is nice to see that the PPPs triggered by these
programs were set up by thinking outside the box: IMI
provides trials for pharma-generated compounds. To cre-
ate measurable output, most of the money is provided for
the development of late-stage products such as GlaxoS-
mithKline’s GSK1322322 (a substance inhibiting peptide
deformylase function) in which IMI supports Phase 2 and 3
trials. The biggest subproject supported by IMI covers the
AstraZeneca compounds MEDI4893 (an antibody target-
ing a toxin released by Staphylococcus aureus) and
AZD9773 (a polyclonal Fab-fragment targeting tumor
necrosis factor a). We will see very soon how successful
these initiatives are at operating and what output they are
able to produce. To date, their great success is motivating
the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries
and Associations (EFPIA) to participate in anti-infective
drug development.

On the other side of the Atlantic, the fact that PDUFA V
has been signed into law was generally welcomed by
industry. Reforms include fast track designation and accel-
erated approval for ‘a broad range of serious or life-threa-
tening diseases or conditions’, as well as priority review
and an additional 5 years of exclusivity for novel anti-
infective drugs against pathogens with ‘potential to pose a
serious threat to public health’ [3]. Further, $6 million will
be allocated annually to promote PPPs. As an additional
benefit, both incentives aim at reducing duplication of
studies.

In summary, operating tools to stimulate the search for
new antibiotics exist and should continue to be applied and
advanced. New motivation for PPPs can be expected to
arise from programs as described above, not the least
because the big campaigns help to develop public aware-
ness for the resistance problem. Anyway, further incen-
tives should be considered. One powerful way to steer
research activities in the right direction would be lowering
some of the (too) high regulatory hurdles. It can, for
example, be questioned if it is necessary to prove superior
activity of a new antibiotic in order for it to be launched,
while at the same time, due to resistance, it would be useful
to have any drug available at all that proves activity. This
would be particularly important in view of antibiotic com-
bination therapy, a strategy that could prevent or at least
delay resistance development. Although IMI and PDUFA
V might work well for the development of promising late-
stage drug candidates, they are not designed for long-term
financing yet. Rather, they are bound to single projects and
might cease their activity after completion. For PPPs to
transform into lasting cooperating and financing entities,
they need to be self-sustaining. Thus, along with public
sources, private (philanthropic) foundations should also be
involved to boost antibiotic research. Of course, if research
and development costs, for example, for clinical studies,
are (partially) covered by third-party funds and industry is
free to decide whether it is worth absorbing the drug in
development for commercial use, certain strings need to be
attached. Should a marketable drug result from any such
initiative, donors should be recompensed to a certain
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Figure 1. Reverse development of new antibiotics versus resistant bacteria. The

abscissa shows a time bar. The ordinate shows blue bars that indicate the number

of antibiotics launched in the depicted period; the red line shows the percentage of

bacteria resistant against the last resort antibiotic vancomycin in US hospital

intensive care units; the black line shows a moving average trend line of antibiotics

launched in the depicted period [5,6]. The number of antibiotic-resistant bacteria

infections is increasing whereas the development of new antibiotics is constantly

decreasing.

Box 1. Measures to counter the threat of antibiotic

resistance

� Limit antibiotic use in general.
� Increase public awareness of the antibiotic resistance problem.

Several campaigns can be considered good practice: Australia –
Antibiotic Awareness Week; Canada – AntibioticAwareness.ca;
Europe – Antimicrobial Resistance; United States – Get Smart:
Know When Antibiotics Work. In India, clinicians are calling for a
national policy to ban the sale of antibiotics over the counter, a
practice currently leading to the excessive use of antibiotics [7].

� Put basic research on a broad basis.
� Increase cooperation between industry and academia.
� Accelerate the antibiotic development process and facilitate

clinical studies.
� Lower too high regulatory hurdles.
� Distribute the burden of financing onto different players.
� Create long-lasting financing mechanisms.

More details about the recommendations to tackle the resistance
problem can be found in [8].
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Antibiotic resistance crisis: 
a major health threat
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